Product Catalog

Complete Conveyor Systems and Equipment

Complete Conveyor Systems
and Components
As part of Nercon, MCE is driven by our commitment of maximum value with
uncompromising quality. We manufacture equipment and components faster
and with greater control over the entire production process, all to meet your
efficiency needs and goals.
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www.modularconveyor.com
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Tabletop Conveyor
MCE modular tabletop conveyor provides many solutions for transporting products
through the various elevation and directional changes of a production line. Designed
as a prefabricated modular stock program, these complete conveyor systems are
fully adaptable to many applications making MCE ideal for existing manufacturing
configurations or completely new projects.

Mat-Style Conveyor
Our mat-style conveyor system offers a standard conveyor design, which represents
our most economical solution. With a wide-range of side-flexing plastic chains to fit
most applications, MCE's modular mat-style conveyors provide long life and high impact
resistance. Moving products through inclines, declines and production line curves,
the sprocket driven thermoplastic belts ensure positive tracking while providing quiet,
smooth, trouble-free performance.

Activated Roller BeltTM Conveyor
Activated Roller BeltTM (ARBTM) is a technology patented by Intralox. This
ARBTM technology allows packages to maintain a uniform position without
the use of rails for alignment, which not only reduces equipment costs, but
also minimizes labor costs in clearing jams or correcting stoppages. On an
ARBTM conveyor, products rest on free-spinning angled rollers rather than on
the belt surface. These rollers extend above and below the belt surface and
are positioned at an angle in relation to the direction of belt travel.

Activated Roller Belt™ Diverter
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Activated Roller Belt™ Rotator

Belt Conveyor
Belt conveyors are designed to bring increased efficiency to assembly
lines, sorting, inspection, transportation, and process systems. MCE's belt
conveyors utilize a flat belt running on a flat fabricated steel deck or over
rollers. Belt conveyors provide a smooth, positive solution for situations
where you need a change in elevation, e.g. inter-floor situations or to
receive or deliver products to an upper level. Belt conveyors are a means
of handling a wide variety of products from boxes, pharmaceutical, food
products and packaged goods.

MicroPitch Transfer
This transfer device replaces a fixed deadplate by providing a smooth
product transition between conveyors, and other equipment, for a wide
range of product handling applications. They are especially effective
with unstable or irregularly shaped products that can hang up when
transferring between conveyor sections and other packaging machinery.

Rapid-Rail™
Rapid-Rail™ offers a single point, easy-to-use hand adjustment of guide rails to
accommodate multiple package sizes on the same piece of equipment. Now several
points along the conveyor, over a long distance,
can be controlled from one location on the line.
Systems are fully adaptable to many applications
making MCE ideal for existing manufacturing
configurations or completely new projects.
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Re-Flow Accumulation Table
The unique single filing concept of the re-flow accumulation table ensures smooth jam-free combining of product.
The recirculation design relieves back pressure in the combining area and aids in overall accumulation pressure
relief.
The re-flow accumulation table utilizes a small footprint considering
the large storage capabilities that it offers.
The offset pressure relief designed into the single filing area will
allow a single row of products to continue through the discharge.
If more than a single row of products is present in the single filing
area, they are crowded onto the return flow side of the table and
recirculated to be accumulated or single filed for discharge.

Rotary Accumulation Table
Rotary turntables, also referred to as accumulation tables or unscrambling tables, are designed to
support a variety of conveyor system requirements. They are often used with round containers such
as bottles to accumulate bulk, or
unscramble bulk so that they can be
discharged in a single file line.
They are also ideal for hand packing
stations or feeding / loading tables.
Quality stainless steel components
are easy to clean and result in a
low maintenance, durable piece of
equipment. Simply install a rotary
table between your infeed and
discharge conveyor to cost effectively
manage your product throughput.

For further information about any of MCE’s complete conveyor systems please go to www.modularconveyor.com
or call 844-293-2816 and ask for one of our conveyor experts.
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Gripper Elevator
The Gripper Elevator/Lowerator has the advantage of securely elevating or lowering product using very little
floor space. This unit firmly but gently grips product from the same elevation as the in-line conveyor and provides
continuous transport through an elevation change. Grippers
then release the product through a seamless discharge onto a
take-away conveyor.
Standard speeds of up to 200 feet per minute can be expected
on the gripper elevator, as well as adjusts from 0" - 11" with the
turn of a single hand wheel.

Neroco™ Lift
Simplicity has been a key feature in the success of MCE’s Neroco
Lift™ for food, beverage, household, and light industrial packaging
applications. The continuous motion of the unit allows for smooth
product handling and is suitable for packaging lines that have several
sizes of packages that are commingled on the same line. The simple
design of this robust conveyor enables it to easily fit into operations.
Open construction allows for easy maintenance through quick and
simple access to all components.
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CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

Tabletop Conveyors
3.25”, 4.5”, 7.5”and 12” Wide

WHY MCE
>>
>>
>>
>>

Durable
Versatile
Quick & Cost-effective
Made in the U.S.A.

ABOUT MCE TABLETOP CONVEYORS
Tabletop Conveyors are designed as a pre-engineered stock program. These conveyors can
be built for strict clean room conditions or for use in a rugged shop floor environment. Our fully
adaptable tabletop conveyors can be designed for a variety of applications including: transporting,
merging, diverting, or accumulating products, and can accommodate a wide range of processing
requirements including product filling, weighing, labeling, and production inspection.

FEATURES
>> Use in almost any production or warehousing environment
>> Durable construction ensures reliability
>> Industry-standard spare parts
>> Seamlessly integrate into existing production lines
>> Handles cartons, cans, jars, and bottles

MCE Tabletop Standard Designs
and Customization Options

Each year, physical contact with conveyor systems and
powered equipment accounts for a significant number of
worker injuries. MCE’s 12” tabletop conveyor has a frame
and wearstrip design absent of dangerous pinch-point
areas to aid in preventing injury.

>> UHMW serpentine chain returns
>> Incline or decline product
>> Drip pans and tent covers available

Frame Construction

12 GA Stainless Steel or Powder Coated Mild Steel

Motor/Reducer

Nord, Shaft or Below Mount

Wearstrips

⅛” Thick UHMW in Straights

Speeds

Minimum 30, Maximum 385

Accessories

LBP Roller Transfer, SS Deadplate

Standard Tabletop Conveyor typically ships in 5-10 business days.

CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

Mat-Style Conveyors
12”, 18”, and 24” Wide

WHY MCE
>>
>>
>>
>>

Durable
Versatile
Quick & Cost-effective
Made in the U.S.A.

ABOUT MCE MAT-STYLE CONVEYORS
Mat-Style conveyors provide long life and high impact resistance. The sprocket driven Thermoplastic
belts ensure positive tracking while providing quiet, smooth, trouble-free performance. A versatile
conveyor line, these conveyors can handle flexible packaging, plastic containers, cartons, cases,
and bundles.

FEATURES

>> Ideal for packaging and warehouse industries
>> Easy cleaning and low maintenance
>> Flexibility of designs: straight, curve, inclines, and declines
>> Optimizes existing floor space
>> Modular design for easy assembly

MCE Mat-Style Standard Designs
and Customization Options

A broad selection of mat-style belts and conveyor designs
are available to meet all types of product handling
requirements.

>> Sturdy sprockets ensure fluid belt movement
>> Capability for tight turns
>> Stable product flow decreases damaged product

Frame Construction

12 GA Stainless Steel or Powder Coated Mild Steel

Motor/Reducer

Nord, Shaft or Below Mount

Wearstrips

⅛” Thick UHMW in Straights

Speeds

Minimum 30, Maximum 290

Chain Types

Flat Top, Radius Flush Grid, LBP Roller, Flat Friction

Standard Mat-Style Conveyor typically ships in 5-10 business days.

CONVEYOR COMPONENTS

MICROPITCH TRANSFER
4”, 8”, 12” and 18” Chain Widths

WHY MCE
>>
>>
>>
>>

Durable
Versatile
Quick & Cost-effective
Made in the U.S.A.

ABOUT MCE MICROPITCH TRANSFER
MicroPitch Transfers feature standard designs that can be added to any of our standard conveyor
types. These transfer devices replace fixed deadplates by providing smooth product transitions
between conveyors and other equipment for a wide range of product handling applications. They are
especially effective with unstable or irregularly shaped products that can hang-up when transferring
between conveyor sections and other packaging machinery.

FEATURES
>> Eliminates pinch points and “dead spots” at end-to-end
transfers
>> Ideal interface with checkweighers and inspection equipment
>> Adjustable lengths for quick and easy installation
>> Minimum gap between conveyors

MCE MicroPitch Transfer Standard Technical Features

The MicroPitch Transfer can be easily incorporated into
existing production lines, helping eliminate production
bottlenecks and improving line efficiency with minimal
investment.

>> Powered independently to provide precise speed control
>> Optimal product transfer and reliable product movement
>> Ships fully assembled

Frame Construction

12 GA Stainless Steel

Belt Material

FDA and USDA Approved Plastics

Carryway Adjustment

From 9’ ½” - 12’ ½” Long

Nosebar

0.14” Radius Minimizes Transfer Gap

Motor

High Efficiency Washdown Inverter Duty Gear

Standard MicroPitch Transfer typically ships in 5-10 business days.

CONVEYOR EQUIPMENT

ARB™ Case Diverter
24” and 36” Wide

WHY MCE
>>
>>
>>
>>

Durable
Versatile
Quick & Cost-effective
Made in the U.S.A.

ABOUT MCE ARB™ CASE DIVERTERS
MCE ARB™ Case Diverters divert packages from 1:2 lanes without interrupting product flow.
Typical applications include rejecting product from the production flow on demand and dividing
production output between parallel downstream operations. The system requires no hardware
mounted above the conveying surface, no overhead structure to interfere with access to products,
no change parts, and no mechanical adjustments.

FEATURES
>> Small footprint
>> Low maintenance
>> Mechanical design eliminates complex controls
>> Seamlessly integrate into existing production lines
>> FDA and USDA approved plastic

MCE ARB™ Case Diverter Standard Technical Features

Suitable for use in dry or washdown environments, this ARB™ Case Diverter provides
consistent, repeatable package positioning using industry-standard parts.

Frame Construction

12 GA Stainless Steel or Powder Coated Mild Steel

Belt Technology

Intralox Activated Roller Belt™ Technology

Available Widths

24” and 36”

Motor

Nord, Motor and Reducer

Motor Mount Options

Shaft or Jack-Shaft from Adjacent Conveyor

CONVEYOR EQUIPMENT

ARB™ Case Turner
18” and 24” Wide

WHY MCE
>>
>>
>>
>>

Durable
Versatile
Quick & Cost-effective
Made in the U.S.A.

ABOUT MCE ARB™ CASE TURNER
MCE’s ARB™ Case Turner provides simple, effective 90º rotation of cases, totes, and rigid
packages while maintaining product flow. This system requires minimal adjustment between
packages and absolutely no change parts. The modular design saves time through quick
installation and simple, efficient reconfiguration of existing production routes.

FEATURES
>> Small footprint
>> Low maintenance
>> Mechanical design eliminates complex controls
>> Seamlessly integrate into existing production lines
>> FDA and USDA approved plastic

MCE ARB™ Case Turner Standard Technical Features

Suitable for use in dry or washdown environments, this ARB™ Case Turner provides consistent,
repeatable package positioning at discharge.

Frame Construction

12 GA Stainless Steel or Powder Coated Mild Steel

Belt Technology

Intralox Activated Roller Belt™ Technology

Available Widths

18” and 24”

Motor

Nord, Motor and Reducer

Motor Mount Options

Shaft or Jack-Shaft from Adjacent Conveyor

CONVEYOR COMPONENTS

RAPID-RAIL™

WHY MCE
>> Durable
>> Versatile
>> Quick & Cost-effective
>> Made in the U.S.A.
ABOUT MCE RAPID-RAIL™
The new patent-pending RAPID-RAIL™ is engineered to simplify changeovers on the packaging
line. RAPID-RAIL™ offers a single point, easy-to-use hand adjustment of guide rails to
accommodate multiple package sizes on the same piece of equipment. Several points along the
conveyor, over a long distance, can be controlled from one location on the line.
With a repeatable system, it’s easy to fine-tune the path as products go through the turn. On a long
conveyor line with numerous guard rail brackets, it could take several hours for rail adjustments
to changeover to different sizes. With RAPID-RAIL™, all adjustments are made from only a few
locations and affect all points along the line.

FEATURES
>> HUGE changeover time savings
>> Manual or automatic adjustment
>> Wash-down compatible
>> Change up to 30’ of guide rail from a single point - including
curves

MCE RAPID-RAIL™ Standard Technical Features

The new design enables operators to add a motor and
control any adjustments right from a conventional control
system.

>> Horizontal or vertical adjustment systems
>> Industry-standard spare parts
>> Ships fully assembled

Frame Construction

12 GA Formed Steel Mounting System

Configuration

• Single, Double or Stacked Side Adjustment
• Hold Down Adjustment
• Combined Adjustment

Adjustment Range

• Single - 3”
• Double - 6”
• Hold Down - 4”

Standard RAPID-RAIL™ typically ships in 5-10 business days.

CONVEYOR COMPONENTS

Re-Flow Accumulation Table
12”, 18” and 24” Wide Belts

WHY MCE
>> Durable
>> Versatile
>> Quick & Cost-effective
>> Made in the U.S.A.
ABOUT RE-FLOW ACCUMULATOR
The Re-Flow Accumulation Table occupies a small footprint, while delivering large storage
capabilities. The unique single-filing concept ensures smooth jam-free combining of products.
The recirculation design relieves product back pressure in the combining area and aids in overall
accumulation pressure relief.
The Re-Flow Accumulation Table is also suited to handle non-round products. The angled rail aligns
the long axis of the bottle in the direction of travel. The single-filer area is set to allow the short axis
of the bottle to pass through. A rotating assist wheel helps align the bottle to the correct orientation.
The offset pressure relief designed into the single-filing area will allow a single row of products to
continue through the discharge.

FEATURES
>> Smooth jam-free combining of product increases line efficiency
>> Maximum production with minimal floor space
>> Balance line flow
>> Reduces damage and loss of product
>> Ships completely assembled saving installation time

MCE Re-Flow Accumulation Table Standard Technical Features

The Re-Flow Accumulation Table is best used as an
in-line accumulation solution that requires single-file
discharge. The accumulator can handle round and nonround containers. It provides random delivery of products
to downstream operations.

>> Compact, self clearing solution
>> Industry standard spare parts
>> Robust construction ensures reliability
>> No guide rail adjustment needed between products
of similar height
Frame Construction

12 GA Stainless Steel or Powder Coated Mild Steel

Configuration

3¼” or 4½” Center Pass Chains

Accumulation Length

Minimum 5’, Maximum 20’ in ½” increments

Motor/Reducer

Nord, 1hp or 2hp

Guide Rail

Single or Double High Adjustable

Standard Re-Flow Accumulation Table typically ships in 5-10 business days.

CONVEYOR COMPONENT

Gripper
Elevator and Lowerator

WHY MCE
>>
>>
>>
>>

Heavy-Duty
Versatile
Quick & Cost-effective
Made in the U.S.A.

ABOUT GRIPPER COMPONENT
The Gripper Elevator has the advantage of securely
elevating or lowering product using very little floor space.
Side grippers firmly but gently grasp the products traveling
in line with continuous transport through the elevation
change and a seamless discharge onto the take-away
conveyor.

MODULAR FEATURES
>> Trouble-free field modifications
>> “C” or “S” configuration
>> Saves on floor space
>> Easy integration into existing systems
>> Flexible installation

MCE Gripper Standard Technical Features

Standard speeds of up to 200 feet per minute can be
expected on the MCE gripper elevator. The gripper elevator
adjusts from 0” - 14” with the turn of a single handwheel
and is designed to quickly change the elevation of various
bottles, jars, cans, containers, and packages.

>> Reversible operation
>> Industry-standard spare parts
>> Dual-shaft motor mount is reversible

Frame Construction

12 GA Stainless Steel or Powder Coated Mild Steel

Motor

Nord, 1 HP < 140 FPM or 2 HP >140 FPM

Elevation Range

Net offset of 66” – 204” in 6” increments

Adjustment

Maximum Width 14”

Safety

Lexan Guarding

Standard Gripper Component typically ships in 15-20 business days.

DIVERT GATE
The DIVERT GATE is bolt-on assembly, new to the
Modular Conveyor Express product line, and provides one to two and one to three lane divert operation. The units have adjustable guide rail openings
as well as elevation adjustment.
DIVERT GATEs are shipped fully assembled, and include configurable mounting hardware for fast field
installation.
The DIVERT GATE is available as a bolt-on assemblies
for both Table Top and Mat Style applications, and
can also be used on similar width systems from various manufacturers.
As a bolt-on free-standing offering, the Divert Gate is
pre-engineered and is available as part of the conveyor system within 7 business days on average conveyor system orders.

Adjustable Guide Rails

SPECIFICATIONS:
RATE: 20 cycles (lane activations) per minute
Cylinder specs: 1 ½” bore cylinder, force generated equals 1.7 times the input pressure.
Air consumption: with a 3” stroke = .94 CFM,
with a 4” stroke = 1.25 CFM; 60 PSI required.
Dimensions:
DIVERT GATE 325-450: 34” wide x 51” long, usable product area up to 5 ¼” wide x 10 1/8” high;
1:2 or 1:3 divert for 325 & 450 families
1:2 only for 750 family
DIVERT GATE 750-1200: 50” wide x 63” long,
usable product area up to 15” wide x 18 ½” high;
1:2 or 1:3 divert for 750 table top
1:2 divert for 1200 mat style
Environment: Mild steel – dry area
Stainless steel – wet area
Guarding: fully enclosed Lexan panels, on the
top and on all sides, 2 sliding access doors, one
on each side

Showing 1:2 Divert

*Controls logic not included.

SHOW PRICE

325 (3 1/4”) or 450 (4 1/2”) Series

750 (7 1/2”) Series

[$3,500 ]
[$3,699 ]

